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-TE RM
INTER-TERM
INTER
DECISION
Upon due consideration of student
questionna ire,
response ttoo the inter-term questionnaire,

amount of selection. Reduction of course

inistration
both the faculty and the adm
administration

39.8% of those who
47 stude
students,
nts, or 39.8%

have concluded that Covenant is
is not ready

is question. It appears from
replied to th
this
studen ts do not feel severely
this that our students

to attempt an inter-term in the immediate
posfuture. The door is not closed to the pos
this
in
sibility of an eventual change
direction, however, and the Board of
Trustees'ss encouragement of Dr. SanderSander
Trustees'
son's proposal of a faculty experiment
with an interdisciplinary "post-term" in

on ly
appea led to only
load in fa
fallll and spring appealed

It
pressed by their study load at present. It
id, though, that some ques -•
should be sa
said,
tioned whether credit hours of inter-term
would make a reduction of course load
very realistic.

Very few, only 30 students or 31.25,

May is an indication of continuing interinter

semesshowed interest in graduation one semes

innovation..
The
est in this sort of innovation
Curriculum Committee is bringing Dr.
Sanderson's proposal before the faculty at

commenceter early. The later date for commence
ment was the greatest cause of complaint,

on
n October 21.
its meeting o_

although several showed that they failed
to realize that Covenant's summer, even

The chief cause of student resistance

with an inter-term, would still be as long

prosinter-term idea was the pros

pect of loss of income through shorter

as that of the normal college calendar,
which is
is approximately three months and

and later employment during the summer.

one week.
week .

Questionnaires were turned in by 128

Of these, 74.6%, or 85 students,

As for the use of an inter-term, most
students wanted it only for enrichment of
of the present curriculum, either through

about one fourth of the total enrollment,

Visiting professors for subjects Covenant

responded that they would be adversely

teamcannot now offer or through the teamteaching of inter-disciplinary subjects ;

to

the

populastudents, or 39% of the student popula
tion.

affected by an inter-term.

At
A t the same

centrating on one subject, as long as it

Some would want an inter-term only
mafor core courses or courses in their ma
jor. Among
Amo,ng these students there was a

preferwould be a subject of the students' prefer

accumurather depressing emphasis upon accumu

ence.
There was misunderstanding of the idea
ified total
unified
of using an inter-term for a un

than upon learning. Off-campus possibilipossibil i-

time 78.9% or 86 students, approved of
the idea of devoting three weeks to con
con-

ng that this
severall thinki
thinking
campus study, severa
would allow no choice of study at all,
whereasa
whereas a variety of seminar topics related

to a central theme could provide a large

lation of credits towards a degree rather
tiesappealed
several students,
stude nts, and some
t ies appealed to several

came up with a few good new suggestions.
For a grading system, 60%, or 69 students,
preferred Honors-Pass-Fail.
_:_ TERM ·continued
INTER
IN
T E R —TERM
continued on ·p.
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SCHAEFFER
&:HAEFFER LECTURES
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Schaeffer and
their son-in-law Mr. Udo Middelman will
begin their highly anticipated

lecture

series Tuesday, October 22.
Mr . William
22. Mr.
Barker spoke for the College as a whole
when he said, "We really look forward
to the meetings with the Schaeffers as a
high spot of the year."
In this lecture series Dr. Schaeffer in
intends to consider "A
"A Christian View of
Nature and Knowing".

J:JJb·
He hopes to pub

shortly.
lish a book by that title shortly.
Last year Dr. Schaeffer gave one lec
lecture on ecology. However, since then he>
het
has done further

work

in

this area.

One of the lectures Mrs. Schaeffer will
be giving is entitled "Hidden A
rt".. Mrs.
Mrs.
Art"
Schaeffer emphasizes that everyone has

praccertain potential
pot ential creativity in the prac
fo rm
tice of Christian art in some form
Dr. Schaeffer emphasized in a recent
letter to Dean Barker that the best way to
prepare for the lecture series is to read at
least one of his three books.
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TO THE EDITOR:
EDITO R:

TO THE EDITO
EDITOR:
R:

BELLOWS

Next week Dr. Francis Schaeffer will
return to our campus. To many Covenant

displea II would like to register my displea
resure in regard to the Student Council's re

I\

cent resolution on the subject of the

students he somehow stands
as the unique
standsas
reminder that it is
is possible to be a

Vietnam Moratorium.

Christian and an intellectual at the same

neither did any other thinking Covenant

student, elect my student representatives

time. To some,
some. Dr. Schaeffer is the comcom
forting assurance that it is
is not only

TO THE EDITOR:

conto speak for me on issues of national con

possible, but perhaps even desirable to be •
"with it" and still retain some semblance

II did not, and

cern.

I want to commend Lewis Ruff and
the officers of the Student Council who

It is disappointing to me that the

Covenant College Student Council would

of Christianity.
most of Covenant College
Last year mast
couldn't keep up with Dr. Schaeffer. It is

provided the discussion of the Vietnam
war on Moratorium Day, and also the fif.
fif

my concern that Covenant students be
something other than completely ignorant

teen to twenty people who participated.
The discussion was on a high level, the re
re-

this year, and so I have compiled a list of
suggestions designed to remedy this propro

marks all being well worth hearing.
On a day when many liberal students
at other colleges and universities were
earnestly devoting their attention to the

explicitly or implicitly the Student CounCoun

war, I am dismayed to think that the
Covenant population at such a meeting,

that authority.

blem. Now, if you don't care about being
cool by next week, don't bother reading
them.

But if you really have a heartfelt

desire to get the most out of next week's
meetings, these simple tips should be
while:
worth your wh
ile :

1)

Try to get to New York to see

either Hair or Oh! Calcutta.

They may

surprise, even shock you, but what better
way is
is there of learning how to relate to
modern man?
2) Going to New York may be too
much within the realm of extravagance
for many of you, but certainly you can
find time to see
see one of the year's truly
significant movies, like The Killing of
of
Sister George. It is
is a penetratingly propro

album.. If you can't, how can you ever
album

expect to successfully cope with the propro
blems which confront each of us every
day? And if you can't provide a meaningmeaning
ful interpretation to the eschatalogical
significance of Zaeger and Evan's 2525,
you might as well not even come back to
school.

If a group of interested students

resolution, all would be well.

However,

cil associated one with the opinion of
that resolution.

II do not believe it has
Rob Rayburn

1COLLE GE FO
R A
A DAY
DAY
■COLLEGE
FOR

While most Covenant students go home

students gathered before the television

for fall break, many high school juniors

set for the World Series. Can it be that

and seniors will come here for College

M-Day for Covenant means only "Mets-

for a Day October 24.

Day"?

I too enjoyed that 10th inning,

Throughout the day, special classes

but then there was time for consideration

are planned, as well as a chapel hour,

of Vietnam. Can it be that there were too
many other commitments? All activities
had been cleared·
cleared from the schedule for

challenge, see
see if you can discover the

memory every line in the latest Beatles

tified.
ifie
d.

desired to organize and draft such a

dous issue.
There were at least three times as many

inventory? Had we better take stock to
see
see how many real students there are here?

3) You should be able to recite from

rattwo weeks after said Constitution was rat

reflects the amount of our Christian conconconcern and involvement with this tremen
tremen-

found commentary on 20th century
morality. But if that isn't enough of a

production of The Love Bug.

tions the Constitution fails to ascribe to it,

for intelligent conversation and prayer,

the sake of Grub Day. Can it be that
there was mass exhaustion from taking

effect of the Hegelian synthesis on the

functake itself so lightly as to assume func

anCan it be that we already have all the an
swers? If there is
is no need for further
learning, let's all go home and make the
fall break permanent.
Thankfully, the participation of a few

small group discussions, a soccer game,

and a special hour of entertainment.
·Classes
Classes and group discussions will be held
in the morning.

These are designed

giv&) the visitors a taste of the classto give;
class
room situation at Covenant, and to answer

After
lunch,,
any questions about majors. A
fter lunch
a half hour will be devoted to the topic·
topic
"How to Finance Your College Educa
Education".

A soccer game with the UniverA
Univer

sity of Tennessee will be held at Scotland
Yard at 3 o'clock. After dinner, a spespe

reflected the fact that some learning has

cial entertainment hour will be presented

been going on at Covenant and is
is contin
continuing. By God's grace, and with renewed

by Mr. Dameron and Rev. Tom Jones. An

vigor on our part, may we continue to
,grow in wisdom and in favor with God
and
and man.
man.

William S. Barker,
Barker,

open house will follow at the home of
Dr. and

Mrs.

Barnes.

Later in the ·

evening the students will be given the
opportunity to visit the Blink.
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TO THE EDITOR:
This past Sunday night a car was used
corn snake
to rid the college of a six-inch com
.to
■that was threatening the safety of the
·that
students who were gathered near it under
the archway. To the obvious delight of

Letter:
Letter:

Schaeffer
continued from p. 2

4)

Learn at least one fact about each

NEWS IN BRIEF
New York - Many of the supporters and

of the following: Kant, Nietzsche, Hegel,

unprecedentparticipators in Wednesday's unprecedent

Kierkegaard, Plato, Sartre, Camus, etc.

ed moratorium, say that President Nixon
will be forced to change his policy
pol icy in

letter to the editor. But we are concerned

proEven more important, learn how to pro
.Even
nounce their names or you might be
embarrassed when you try to say Camus.
-embarrassed
I t you get a chance to go to church
5) It
while you are home, don't pass up the
opportunity to practice your standing
ovations. All you have to do is start one
and everybody else will join you. They

the apparent disregard of some

really don't have any choice. Remember,

of God's
creation, for our environment, for an in
insignificant corn snake if you will. Perhaps
there are those who would accuse us of
·there

re
visiting speakers at Covenant College regard as__a form of protest anything but a

the group, the slimy, cursed creature was
slowly but certainly deprived of its right
to exist.

Such mutilation of a snake is most
often cause for a collective sigh of relief
is a dead snake"
(“ the only good snake is
("the
view), rather than the provocation for a
with

Christians for

the sanctity

making a cavern out of a snake hole, but
:making
we believe that an active concern for the
·we
conservation of God's creation is wholly
consistent with our total Christian per
per-

spective of life.
What is the value of life to God?
Scripture mentions that his eye is on
even the relatively unimportant sparrow.
Before the fall and man's subsequent

standing ovation.
6) Drop by the Tuck Shoppe and
mug·
remind them to have an extra coffee mug
on hand. We certainly wouldn't want to
make Dr. Schaeffer go all the way back to
sinSwitzerland without a token of our sin
cere appreciation.
II hope these suggestions will be of
value to those of you who really desire to

,be
be "with itn
it" next week.

But the rest of us

beare happy for Dr. Schaeffer's visit be

alienation . from nature, God called his
thus·
-creation "very good."
We are · thus

cause
ca~se he is a man of God who happens to

commanded to dominate and use ,nature
nature

and not because he is a contemporary

(in keeping with the fashionable, yet

thinker who happens to be a minister of
W.ord of God.
the Word

valid, trend of referring to the Cultural
it.
Mandate), not to destroy and exploid it.
It is not a license to rape.
-It

be
be· an alert observer of 20th century man,

Bek
Timothy Belz

every Christian. We shouid
should be reconciled
IN
T E R —TERM continued from p. 1
INTER-TERM

appreIt is evident that many students appre

Admittedly there are times when such

ciate the values inherent in an inter-term.

killing is necessary, but it is the moral

It is also apparent that financial pressures

esponsibility of the Christian to exercise
·rresponsibility
is ours in every quesques
the discretion that is
tion of right and wrong. We are, then,
of
simply making a plea for a semblance of

would make it difficult for a substantial
number of students to take on even a
slight increase in educational costs along
inwith what might
r:night be a sizable loss of _in
A
come from summer employment.
A

consistency in this particular area in our
profession of Christianity.
Winston Lindley
Gary ·winston
Tilton
Bruce Richard Tilton
Charles Carroll Woolwine IV
IV

considering the ever-growing American

T he
disenchantment with his war policies. The
point has been made that foreign policy
should be made through "the established
channels of government "rather than" in
" of
the streets." But isn't our country:
country: "of
the people, for the people and by the
people?"

Washington - President Nixon's lottery
·draft
draft plan, which would draft 19-year olds
first, has won a surprise 31 - 0 victory in
Comm ittee
the House Armed Services Committee
this week. The bill is thus expected to
pass the House, but it's future in the
uncerta in.
Senate is uncertain.

bill ,
Critics of the bill,

deM. Kennedy
Sen.. Edward M.
Kennedy,, are de
led by Sen
sirous of greatly revising the original plan,
including elimination of all college draft
deferments.

Indiana.polis - A
Indianapolis

possible

ProtestantProtestant-

Catholic National Federation of Churches
is supposedly "in the forseeable future,"
according to National Council of Churches
leaders here. The Council has recently
permitted Catholics to join the ranks of

the· good in all of creation as
To see the
God has made it should be the goal of
thereto nature; senseless destruction is there
is wrong.
fore un-Christian. It is
.fore

Vietnam in light of mass demonstrations
Presit hat Presi
of electorate dissent. It seems that
dent Nixon takes public opinion lightly
lightl y,

halting of inflation and the spiraling cost
of living would leave the inter-term as an
.of
idea
ide::i well worth pursuing.

their staff and serve, in fact, to "help to
membersh ip in
facilitate Roman Catholic membership
A negotiating
churches."
of
local councils churches. A
meeting is to be held later this month in
New York.

Archfund Collingswood, New Jersey - Archfund
iamentalist Dr. Carl McIntyre, has publ
publi
' Bible-believers
cized plans for a second 'Bible-believers
J . It is
N. J.
Trenton , N.
march' to be held in Trenton,
" sav ing
supposedly in the interest of "saving
Shelton College" and will be headed up
by Georgia Governor Lester B. Maddox,
Maddo x,
with Bible in hand.
Lewis Ruff
Rutt

Page
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WILL
INTER-TERM
MR. W
ILL BARKER ON IN
TER -TERM

I think we want to go at it cautiously.
I personally favor our using it in some

Question: Was the negative stuoe11t
resstuoent res
ponse the primary factor in t~mporarily
temporarily

cancelling inter-term?
Mr. Barker:
You will recall that the
faculty motion last spring was that we
would proceed with inter-term unless
there was severe negative response from
the students. II spoke to the students and
.;aid
said that severe negative response was not
necessarily a majority vote or anything
like that, but it was our own subjective
gauging of the degree of feeling on the

subject.

I think the response we got on

the questionnaires amounted to what we

felt was severe negative response.
Let me add to that: The student resres
ponse was not the only factor.
factor . There is

also faculty feeling on the subject and the
economics of the thing. We were trying

courses and seeing how it works. Then we
might end up deciding this is the thing to
do across the board.
We ought to
realize that grades are enforced upon us
by the system we are in.

Graduate
schools, employers want to know what
your
· grades were. We face a problem of
your-grades
of
incentive with certain students and grades
are often instrumental here. But I think
when we approach education from the
standpoint that we are here to learn, I
think grades are one thing every teacher
would like to see abolished. The greatest
effort for the teacher and the .least
enjoyable thing for him is
is evaluating test
papers. This is
is a real strain. It is the bane
of a teacher's existence. We don't like
grades either.

What do you think of
o f the Anti-Ballistic

Missile System?
Max Armes: It is just another way to
to
waste government money.
. Linda Appleby: The question of whether
Russia's missiles can penetrate our defense
system. There is always the possibility
that they could be superior and it is
foolish not to have war materials at least
equal to Russia's
Dave Lawton: It's senseless, a good way
to spend money! We are attacking the
wrong problem. The real threat exists
within the society, not above it.
Linda Schwab: ABM will spell security
for many people and this systme, sup
supposedly, will be our security in time of

Question: Does the faculty and adminisadminis

missile attacks-what
attacks—what if it fails?

the best thing for Covenant College as
as a

tration intend to further develop the idea
of inter-term and work out the problems

whole. Not all the faculty are eager for
an inter-term. This is
is something we are
approaching gradually. Maybe in time

where will our security lie?
Steve Linton: We have a responsibility

that are associated with it?
Mr. Barker: No one knows at this point

to God to see that our families are propro
tected, as a nation, any organization or
society that wants to survive msut have
a public defense systme.

to go at it from the standpoint of what is

everybody will want this and that is obob
viously the time when we should go to it.

We cannot expect unanamity, but there is
enough unreadiness for it on the part of a
good number of students, some faculty,
and other people connected with the
school that we feel it is something we
should wait on.
Question: With 60% of the student body
favoring an Honors-Pass-Fail system, how

exactly what we will do. The faculty is

meeting on October 21
21 and will _be disdis
cussing a proposal that Dr. Sanderson has
made ·which
which the Board has encouraged
and which the administration is interested
in. The faculty as a whole has not yet
seen this, and so it is left up to them
really. We will find out then if we want to
pursue this proposal, which is an experiexperi
mental post-term for the faculty. In May
after school is
is out we might examine the

feasible would it be for this system to be
used in our regular curriculum during the

this experiment, if it is carried out,

year?
yea r?

whether we want to pursue the idea of an

Mr. Barker:

There is already some disdis

cussion that has
has come up among the
faculty and it has been referred to the
Academicc Standards Committee
Com m ittee for even
evenAcademi
consideration.
tual c0n-;idc
rn t ion. Most schools where a
Pass-Fail
system has been
Pa,;-;-Fail ,;ystem
heen put into effect,

it hi:!'i
hr.rm done so only experimentally
has been
experim entally..
Usually .. -;tude
nt can elect one course to
student
ti<! done
dorir! ,,1
tha l hasis.
th ink this recog
recogbe
on1 that
basis. II think
n i1es that
H1,Jt no institution is ready to go all
nizes
the way o
on
n this whole issue.

see from
writings of C.P. Snow. We will see

inter-term.
One thing I would like to stress on
that: If there is student interest, then
those who are enthusiastic about it could
take initiative and express this enthusiasm
and that could have a great impact. If we
find that there are students who really
want it and are interested in persuading

other students, that would be a thing to
get the inter-term rolling.

Then

Roger Banes: It is unrealistic to think that
any anti-missile missile system will be ca
capable of stopping anything that comes our

way.

Presently our best defense lies in
the capability to virtually destroy any
aggressor.

Mr. Clark: If the Russians or Communists
are really a threat, we need to take pre
precautions. If there is no threat we should
not give it the priority we do. What is the
real threat of communism.
A
A

majority of the people questioned

were reluctant to give an opinion because
they did not feel they knew enough
about the sugject. This is true of too
not well informed of important, conten
conten
porary, contraversial subjects.

LOOKOUT
L O O K O U T MOUNTAIN
M O U N T A IN
B E A U T Y SALON
SA LO N
BEAUTY
821-6174
821
·6174
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STORTZ ON SPORTS
year. Grub Day had an added
This year,
attraction: the fourth game of the World
Series between the Mets and Orioles. A
capacity crowd with standing room only

gathered around the television set in the
lobby at one o'clock to witness the classic.
Thinking of the audience of last year's
games, I remember the St. Louis fanatic
Chops Irwin, and the Detroit fanatic
the,.
Steve Sligh. This year as I watched ther
game
the
spectators, who were watching
were interesting.

comIn the second inning during the com
mercial, Mr. Dameron eased the pain of
watching another advertisement by im....
homerun
mitating a pitcher giving up a hom
erun..
■Then a girl walked up, and asked if Atlanta
·Then
were winning. I was surprised, but simply
. .On
On his way by, Gordon
no ...
answered no.
ask, "Who's
Dean had time enough to ~sk,
ahead?" The reply came, "the Mets."
•Gordon answered calmly, "Oh no
no.. .. ..""
-Gordon
Little occurred in innings that followed

till the sound on the T. V. quit. To this
Cal Boroughs exclaimed, "Son, you just
don't have an audio failure during the
.Series..
around _the crowd andl
. . .."" I looked aroun~
.Series
'
Rayljurn asleep on his chair.
chair.1
saw Rob Ray~urn
Kevin Ivery was on the floor sleeping,
but was aroused when Dave May was
enannounced as a pinch hitter. Kevin en
my
from
is
May
"Dave
lightened us with,
hometown of New Castle, Delaware." He
went back to sleep as Dave fanned on
Tom Seaver was
·three pitches. . .
trouble in the nil)th
ninth jnning and the
in tr~,Rle
camera flashed on his wife Nancy in the
stands. George Johnson said excitedly,
"Sorry honey, but your husband is !,10ing1
goingi-,
lose.. .. . "
to lose

Lou Ruff gripped his chair

tightly ~s
as Ellie Hendricks deposited a balll
relaxed
over the fence for Baltimore. He rela>eed
with a sigh when he found out that the
fo u l.....Paul
Paul L. D. Blair looked bad
ball was foul.
on a third strike with two on in the tenth.
arid said, "Typical
Dave Brown laughed and
example of total depravity. . ." Pete

Richert entered the game, threw one
pitch, and the game was over. Ninetycheernine per cent of the people present cheer
off'
ed wildly, but Dave Bryson walked off
without a word
word.. . . Upon learning of the
replied, "SemiMets' victory, Gordon Dean replied,''Semipro lucks out again."
That was the third win for the Mets.
comne’xt day, the New Yorkers com
The next
pletely destroyed the hopes of the Orioles,

Football intramurals
this past Saturday
intramuralsthis
showed a new trend as scores were quite
high in two of the three games.

The

morning was one of those cool autumn,
"good to be alive days," but as the frosty
air warmed and the temperature rose, so
did the scores. Six points were scored in
the first game, 32
32 in the second game,
and 43 points in the third game.
Seniors 6 - Sophomores 0. This game

as the "I/On
won t~e
the 1969 World Series beating
a~
. As Mr. Dameron says,
the birds 5 --33.
"First the Jets, now the Mets."

after Houpt had a pass interception to set

DEKALB
SCOTS WIN OVER DEKALB

up his own score.

was purely defensive, the only score being
a pass from J. Reynolds to Bob Houpt
The only other real

scoring threat was with 20 seconds till

Covenant College ended the dedication
service at Scotland Yard by beating
JDeKalb Jr. College of Atlanta 6 - 2. Gil
.DeKalb
Kinch scored first with four minutes left
Kinch
to play in the first quarter. Bruce Young

halftime, when Don Davis snatched the
Sophomores quarterback's pass. But time
ran out on the clock. Overall, play was
ragged and players noisy as players battled

was credited with the assist. Michael
Sheppard of DeKalb scored with sixteen
minutes gone in the second quarter. The
score came on a contravercial penalty kick
when Mac Gray was called for charging.

The second game Frosh B (14) vs.
Juniors (18) was a much better played
game. Frosh B was especially tough on
Richoffense as they moved consistently. Rich
ard Fink threw well hitting Fikkert and

The half ended with a 1 - 1 tie.
Mr. Reliable, Peter Mollenkof, put the
Scots on top with a penalty kick with
seven minutes played in the third quarter.

refs and each other.

Walsh on their first scoring drive with
Walsh carrying the ball into the endzone.
Fikkert caught the extra point to make it
7 - 0.

But Dave Wendorf caught the

In the same quarter, Jim Workman brought

Frosh flat footed and returned the kickoff

the ball in and passed off to Mollenkof
who hit paydirt again. The Freshman
combination of Jeff Talley to Max Armes

for a touchdown.

made the score 4 --11.
. Ten minutes later
Greg Maffet came through with a long
blast to give the Scots their fifth point.
Then Mac Gray brought up from goalie,
passed o
ff to Bruce Young who scored to
off

ball out of a defensive player's hands in a
great effort. Fink hit Walsh for the extra
point. So with a 14 to 6 lead, the Frosh
and their offensive thrust sputtered the

Again the Freshmen
scored, this time with Walsh throwing the
touchdown to Fikkert who grabbed the

rest of the game which ended when Dave

bring an end to the scoring for the Scots.
Roger Lovelady scored on Mac with a one
on one shot to give DeKalb their second

Parks, who had had trouble handling the

score.

18 - 14.
win the game 18

Dave Bryson

IN
TRAM URALS
INTRAMURALS

Bryson picked off a pass, and Wendorf hit
ball all day, but who made a good grab to

Continued on page 6
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UNDERGROUND CLUB
MAKES THE SCENE

TEMPLE CRUSHED
IN TRACK MEET

LITERARY
LIT E R A R Y SOCIETY
SOCIETY

.Pre-Mini
sterial Club
Pre-Ministerial
C lub (yes, there is su_ch
such
a11
animal\
emerged
Sunday
night
from
an animal*

"Someday I'll get you Red Baron"
was the concluding cry of Snoopy as

Temple 21 - 336.
•·1,
6 . The fearsome freshrr..e
freshmen,

the doldrums of
o f sustained inactivity
in a ctivity with
w ith

portrayed by Debbie Wallis at the Second

Dave DuMont and Jim Wildeman, paced

Covenant's cross-country team crushed

a post-worship service meeting at the

meeting of John Calvin Literary Society,

the field.

Anderson's. Attendance was encouragingencouraging

school record; Wildeman became the secsec
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skits featuring Elizabeth Hastings as Lucy.
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compulsion rather than a desire to enter
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McWilliams' effort was by far his greatest

as Linus, while an .extemporaneous porpor

of the year, while Wilson and Wiest should

the ministry; a necessary response to the
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also be commended for top efforts. Two
years ago, only one Covenant runner could
top the 19-minute mark. This year five

Nancy Cooke conducted the

program with a commentary on "the
Gospel According to Peanuts." Discussion

runners have run it in 17:06 or better, and

Barker's experience a prospective minisminis
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three more have run it in at least 18:07.
The Scots are now 2 - 2.
Covenant College finished second in an
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INTRAMURALS Continued from page 5
The third game was the best played
game of the day, as the Frosh A exhibited
a great offensive game against a tough
faculty line. The Frosh quarterback Paul
Maynard and his "golden arm" ripped
apart the faculty secondary throwing four
touchdown passes, among his many comcom
pletions.

McKenzie and McCall each

grabbed two of these touchdown passes
and were the main targets and threats.
Other Frosh A scoring came on a pass
interception by Maynard as he raced the
ball over the goal from mid field. The
other two scores came on safeties. This
game had the most safeties of any other
game this fall as the Frosh A had two and
the faculty had one. The faculty scored
their first when Joel Belz smashed through

and blocked a punt, pouncing on it in the
endzone.

The next faculty score came

late in the game, as Bowman hit Cox on a
long pass. The final score was 35 - 8.

Dave DuMont finished third;

Peale, sixth; Wildeman, tenth; Ivery, twel-
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th; McWilliams, fifteenth. Manger Carole
Starzar received the second place trophey

at halftime ceremonies at the DeKalbCovenant soccer match.

